This quotation provides a glimpse of what was considered to be the most up-to-date knowledge in 1885, of the earliest colonization of Norway. The cultural development of this northern country was seen as inferior when compared to the rich Stone Age cultures that evolved in Southern Scandinavia and Northern Europe. The early Nordic Stone Age cultures in the neighbouring country of Denmark were characterized by the rich Ertebølle kitchen middens (kjøkkenmøddinger), which along with an abundance of mollusc, and faunal remains and bone tools, were distinguished by flake axes and core axes made from flint. An even earlier stage was represented by the Maglemose site -which was characterized by bone tools, and additionally, by the use of flint microliths. The lack of these types of sites and artefacts in Norway made it appear as if people did not move north until the late phase of the Stone Age.
However, among the ' older-looking artefacts' described by archaeologist Oluf Rygh 1 in 1885 were several flake axes. These were discussed, in chronological terms, for the first time by the geologists Andreas Hansen 2 (1904) and Waldemar Brøgger 3 (1905) . They pointed to discoveries of prehistoric sites situated well above present sea-levels which suggested there had been a strong post-glacial rebound in the Oslo Fjord region. The flake axes at issue were retrieved from sites located at high elevations, which potentially made them very old. Chronological and typological correlations between these southern Norwegian 'flint sites' and Danish kitchen middens were established by both Hansen and Brøgger, but while Hansen (1904: 339) wanted to date them to early post-glacial times, Brøg-ger (1905: 65) found it more appropriate to date the sites to a late phase of the Early Nordic Stone Age. Either way, their conclusions suggested that people could have lived in Norway at an earlier stage than was previously acknowledged.
A few years later, Anders Nummedal (1867 Nummedal ( -1944 , a school-teacher who had studied geology and had a passion for archaeology, brought new perspectives to the debate about the first colonization of Norway. His interest in geological and cultural processes during the early stages of Norwegian prehistory motivated him to take walks along the elevated beach ridges on the island of Kristiansund (see Figure 1 ) in Central Norway. In 1909 he found two pieces of flint that had, possibly, been worked by prehistoric humans. The artefacts themselves were quite ordinary and chronologically insignificant, but for Nummedal they were the key to finding traces of the earliest settlements along the Norwegian coast.
This paper describes the main issues surrounding the controversies that Nummedal and his discoveries provoked in the early twentieth century. Through an extensive review of various written sources we discuss why it was problematic for established academics to accept the theories of someone who would later be one of Norway's most famous Stone Age archaeologists.
The Teacher with the Dirty Fingernails: Nummedal's First Experiences as a Field Archaeologist
Nummedal's first foray into the field of archaeology began with two pieces of flint (see Figure 2 ) that initiated a lengthy correspondence between him and the director of the regional archaeological authority, Karl Rygh 4 . Nummedal included the stone artefacts in a letter and asked, eagerly, if they were made by humans.
Karl Rygh immediately took an interest in the enclosed artefacts, and his assurance that the flints had in fact been worked by humans whet Nummedal's appetite for finding more sites and artefacts. It was soon evident that he had Art. 9, p. 3 of 13 a remarkable ability for locating such Stone Age settlement sites. This unique intuition was described by many who knew him (Rosendahl 1944; Gjessing 1951; Simonsen 1994) and was also described in an early letter from Nummedal to Rygh:
Last Wednesday I decided to look for flint on Kirklandet in Kristiansund. I sought out all the places where I knew the soil was exposed due to digging or ploughing. The result surprised me: On every place I visited I found flint clearly worked by humans. Later surveys on Kirklandet and Nordlandet have given the same result. I now know of 15 flint sites in and around the town of Kristiansund (Nummedal 1910a: 1; authors' translation) .
These kinds of systematic surveys had never been conducted before, and the quantity of Stone Age sites that were found on this small island clearly exceeded Nummedal's expectations. Because these Central Norwegian Stone Age sites seemed to share many common characteristics, he described them using the collective term 'Fosna Culture' after a farm in Kristiansund (Pettersen 1998: 12) from which many artefacts were retrieved.
Nummedal's letter also recommended that some of the flint sites be further examined before spring farming began. Although he tried to express himself modestly, there was no doubt that Nummedal wanted to conduct the investigations:
This goes far beyond my field of competence, and hence I can hardly undertake such an excavation. I Breivik and Ellingsen: 'A Discovery of Quite Exceptional Proportions' Art. 9, p. 4 of 13 would be most willing to, however, if the museum cannot find a man for the task at this time of year (Nummedal 1910a : 1-2; authors' translation).
And despite his lack of archaeological training, Nummedal was actually entrusted with the task of digging test pits in the fields where spring planting was scheduled to begin. Karl Rygh wrote in the collections' catalogue:
Throughout the winter and during the spring I received several assemblages followed by contextual information [...] However, when one very promising site, namely the one situated on the property of the farm 'Christies Minde', was scheduled to be turned into a potato field, I agreed to give Mr. Nummedal -whose carefully and precisely performed investigations and observations I had certainly witnessed -the opportunity to conduct an excavation within a limited area (Rygh 1911: 37; authors' translation) .
Before long, Rygh trusted Nummedal to conduct full excavations of the Stone Age settlement sites he had found. Rygh, who was 70 at the time, was limited in his ability to investigate all the new localities that appeared in the region, and from the start, he appreciated Nummedal's intelligence and enthusiasm. Nummedal proved to be a methodical and systematic field archaeologist, and consulted regularly with Rygh while the investigations were underway. Detailed descriptions, photos and sketches followed with the artefacts from the excavated site (see Figure 3 ).
Nummedal's passion for archaeological fieldwork was clearly expressed in his correspondence with Karl Rygh. In one of his letters he admitted that: 'I have spent, I would say, every single moment of my spare time for what I consider as absolutely necessary work that will benefit the museum of Trondheim' (Nummedal 1914: 1) .
Several of Nummedal's colleagues later described his dedication. Headmaster Olaf Yderstad 5 said that the 'pick, mattock and his own fingers were his tools on these tours that took place during the holidays [...] No wonder his colleagues and students noticed his dirty fingernails in the following days' (Yderstad 1989: 86-87) . Halvor Rosendahl 6 recalled that people thought he was a bit odd, digging outside in all kinds of weather (Rosendahl 1944: 90) (see Figure 4) .
'A Discovery of Quite Exceptional Proportions'
Nummedal soon felt confident enough to present his own theories about the Stone Age artefacts he had recovered. He quickly worked his way through the available archaeological literature and made himself familiar with its terminology. The books he could not find in the local library he borrowed from Karl Rygh. In an early letter he eagerly presented some results of his literature studies:
I'm afraid you are starting to find me annoying, but what I'm about to tell you is so significant that I'm sure you will appreciate hearing about it right away [...] Art. 9, p. 5 of 13 the axes undisputably must be regarded as flake axes (Nummedal 1910b: 1; authors' translation The notification that you might have recovered flake axes doesn't actually surprise me, as some of the artefacts from Brunsviken 8 exhibit similar properties and may be regarded as badly shaped axes of this type (Rygh 1910a: 1; authors' translation) .
He warned Nummedal not to be too assertive about his observations and interpretations:
The archaeological discipline is already highly developed, and it is easy to make mistakes when you are not experienced. There are many sides to it, which easily may be overlooked, and there are detractors (or at least one) who aren't exactly friendly. Drawings may easily disappoint you when you are not accustomed to handling originals (Rygh 1910a: 1; authors' translation).
However, the same day that Nummedal sent the letter to Rygh, an article about his archaeological work was published in the local newspaper Romsdals Amtstidende, and summarised in the larger regional papers -Aftenposten in Oslo and Adresseavisen in Trondheim -the next day (Mehlum 1995) . This article is quoted below in its entirety:
An Extraordinary Archaeological Discovery
Lecturer Nummedal has again made a discovery from the Stone Age, and this time it is absolutely unique. He has, here on Kirkelandet [on Kristiansund], recovered quite a few flint tools from early Nordic Stone Age -axes, arrow-heads, blade scrapers etc. in great numbers, as well as several socalled ' cores'.
These artefacts are probably at least 5000 years old and suggest that Kristiansund not only was inhabited at this time, but also must have been home to a workshop where these kinds of tools were produced.
Only about ten axes from this period, so-called 'flake axes', have been recovered from the whole country so far. Mr. Nummedal has now retrieved the same number from Kirkelandet alone. They correspond both in shape and material with the ones previously found in Italy and south Sweden. The artefacts will be thoroughly studied by professionals, and the collection will be shipped to the Museum of Trondheim, which is entitled to it by law.
The finds are of extra interest since the raw material must have been transported from afar. Flint pebbles are almost absent in this region. Jaederen [Jaeren] is the only place where these pebbles can be found in any numbers.
Some of the artefacts are very skilfully crafted. It is almost impossible to comprehend how these prehistoric people, with their imperfect tools, could have made them. One must, for example, remember that they still didn't have the ability to polish, but only chip the stone. Some of the arrowheads, in particular, will arouse great admiration. It will be interesting to learn what the archaeologists make of these artefacts. Mr Nummedal's achievements have greatly benefitted the archaeological science (Anon. 1910a: 1; authors' translation).
The article expressed the same statements that Nummedal had used in his letter to Rygh, and the response, from the archaeological community, was immediate. On April 14, 1910, Anton W. Brøgger 9 wrote to Rygh (Mehlum 1995: 17) :
In the newspaper 'Aftenposten' on April 12th one can read about archaeological finds made by a certain Lecturer Nummedal in Kristiansund, which are supposed to include axes of flint, arrow-heads and end scrapers. It is pointed out that the axes are flake axes. Is this really possible, or is it just an amateur's misconception of the technological terms? I kindly apologize for letting myself pose this question to you, but one can't deny that, if these really proved to be artefacts from the Early Stone Age, it would be a discovery of quite exceptional proportions! What makes me doubtful is the fact that the finds were recovered in Kristiansund. Consequently the geological circumstances preclude dating the finds to the earliest period of the Stone Age (Brøgger 1910; in Mehlum 1995: 17 ; authors' translation).
Nummedal's conclusions did not coincide with Brøgger's opinions about deglaciation, isostatic rebound and Stone Age sites, which certainly were adopted from his father's (W. C. Brøgger) work. However, A. W. Brøgger was not the only one to react. In an article signed 'P' (believed to be Theodor Petersen
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) and published in the newspaper Adresseavisen on the same day (Møllenhus 1977a; Mehlum 1995: 18) Nummedal's work was described as:
... a sensational and colourful telegraphic notice about Stone Age artefacts from Kristiansund that were supposedly '5000 years old'. It shouldn't be necessary to say that this dating is completely plucked out of thin air. Unfortunately, we haven't reached the point where we can even roughly decide the absolute date on such finds (Anon. 1910b; in Mehlum 1995: 18; authors' translation) .
Later in the article, the author describes the work of Oscar Montelius' 11 and how Central Norway was far more peripheral in the past than today: '[...] the cultural waves reached up here very late ' (Anon. 1910b) . 'P' concludes that it would be impossible to give an absolute date for the artefacts from Kristiansund and that they could very well be of a much younger age than claimed in the newspaper article. Although the author presented the idea as very unlikely, he admitted that the artefacts could also be older. To emphasise his disapproval of Nummedal's attempt to make sensational news, 'P' adds:
One must protest against the growing tendency to decide the age of old artefacts in superficial newspaper articles. This only contributes to creating false ideas for uncritical readers, and discredits archaeology for authoritative audiences. It is certainly a task for the archaeological community to find a way to obtain an absolute age for these kinds of finds. But there is still a long way to go, and a lot of new material has to be recovered, many new links have to be forged in the chain of evidence in order to reach this goal (Anon. 1910b; in Mehlum 1995: 18; authors' translation).
From their personal correspondence, we can deduce that Nummedal's ally Rygh disapproved of his somewhat hasty actions; the news had reached the public even before he had the chance to see the artefacts at issue:
The matter has been put in a more difficult position by the nationally distributed telegram. It has naturally attracted attention among our few archaeological scientists. [...] I have already received a letter from an expert in Stone Age research, demanding details about the finds. He assumes that I have either inspected the site or received the artefacts by mail. They mustn't be left to wonder about this matter: if the new artefacts really are from early Stone Age, the discovery is so significant that archaeologists rightfully would say that even the most meticulous observation can't be considered good enough. This could have been avoided if the media wasn't so eager to make a sensation of it (Rygh 1910b : 1-2; authors' translation).
Comments from members of the archaeological community demonstrated that they disapproved of Nummedal's discoveries and interpretations for several reasons. Their main concerns were with his classification of the artefacts and his dating of the sites. Flake axes supposedly represented the earliest traces of humans in Norway and were typologically connected with Danish kitchen midden cultures. It was widely accepted within archaeological circles that the middens were contemporary with the 'Tapes Time ' (i.e. Brøgger 1905: 22 ; with reference to Madsen et al. 1900 ) -a period after the last Ice Age in which the temperature was at its maximum, and when a transgression (i.e. a rise in sea levels resulting in deposition of marine strata over terrestrial strata) was recorded. As such the Scandinavian flake axes and other associated artefacts were also dated to the 'Tapes Time'. According to W. C. Brøgger (1905: 64, 277) , the kitchen midden phase, and the use of flake axes in southeast Norway, had ended before the Tapes transgression reached its maximum at about 7000 years ago. Hansen (1904: 345) found it likely that the same sites belonged somewhere in the range of 6000-8000 years ago.
As such, Nummedal's estimate of ' at least 5000 years' was not controversial per se. However, in Norway the axes were mainly recovered around the Oslo Fjord in southeast Norway -a region that geographically could be linked to southern Sweden and Denmark, but was still regarded as the absolute periphery of any centre of Scandinavian prehistoric culture. Moreover, geological studies suggested that much of Norway was covered in ice while Stone Age civilizations developed on the Continent, and thus this environment would place a limit on human migration. If flake axes had actually been found as far north as Kristiansund, one would need to reconsider all these arguments.
We can sense that the negative reactions from the professionals were largely based on the fact that the new theories came from an amateur. Prehistoric archaeological research was in its early stages of development and was seeking to establish itself as a distinct and important discipline within the humanities. Thus it was important for only 'proper' archaeologists to deliver new theories about prehistory. When the newspapers printed the apparently irrational theories of a school-teacher the collective anger of the new archaeological research community was ignited.
But despite some obvious attempts to staunch the debate, Nummedal would not be silenced, and continued to develop and promulgate his theories.
'Norway Inhabited During the Palaeolithic Period'
On November 4, 1910, Nummedal published an article in the newspaper Romsdals Amtstidende with the provocative title: 'Stone Age Settlements Around Kristiansund, Norway Inhabited During the Palaeolithic Period'. In it Nummedal suggested that the settlements he had found might date from an even earlier period than what he had previously believed (Nummedal 1910c: 3) . In a letter addressed to Rygh Nummedal explained that he formed his theory while reading French Archaeologist, Joseph Déchelette's book: Le Manuel d' archéologie préhistorique, celtique et gallo-romaine (Déchelette 1908 (Déchelette -1914 . He had noticed that several of his own artefacts resembled the sketches of French Stone Age assemblages, which suggested that the Norwegian flints could be of Palaeolithic origin (Nummedal 1910d: 1-2) .
It is unnecessary to describe the effect this statement had on the already sceptical professionals. At the beginning of the twentieth century, archaeological chronology was dominated by a system of typology: that is, academics made the artefact the centre of attention, and its shape the main criterion for determining which period it belonged to. However, archaeology was also beginning to adopt new terms and theories. Culture was introduced as an important concept: artefacts were the physical traces of a culture or people, and since artefacts were made by humans, with different origins, they could vary from region to region. The distribution patterns of material culture, whether by diffusion or migration, and the origins of people, were consequently widely discussed. While Nummedal was deeply engaged in studying materials, he may not have been up-to-date on the theoretical directions of the discipline -he did not have the overview that was needed to make the right connections. Rygh stressed this when he entered the debate a few days later, in the newspaper Romsdals Amtstidende:
The fact that there are artefacts among such a large collection of flint that resemble types from the Central European Palaeolithic inventory doesn't prove that the artefacts belong to this period [...] Nothing in the assemblage can be expected to predate the Neolithic period (Rygh 1910c: 3-4 ; authors' translation).
It must be emphasized that prehistoric chronological terms were not used in the same way as they are today. In nineteenth century archaeological literature, the European Stone Age was regularly divided into two phases: the Palaeolithic and Neolithic. The intermediate Mesolithic phase was not included as a concept. Moreover, Palaeolithic cultures were mainly associated with Continental hunter-gatherers -a lifestyle that was not identifiable in the artefact assemblages from Scandinavia. Rygh regarded Nummedal's interpretation of the artefacts as a misconception, and argued for more proof to support such a statement. He pointed out that there were not even sites from this period in southern Scandinavia, for the good reason that the whole region was covered with ice (Rygh 1910c: 3-4) . But Nummedal's hypotheses were not solely built on typological similarities. His mapping and surveying had helped him develop strong intuitions regarding the settlement preferences of early hunter-gatherers, and his onsite topographical and geological observations did not fit with popular opinion about the determination of the age of the flint sites. The arguments are presented in another letter to Rygh, written some days before the letter quoted above:
The more I study the flint assemblages, the more convinced I am that some of the artefacts must be older than the Tapes time. [...] It can hardly be a coincidence that all these sites are situated between 30 and 40 m asl. Another factor that is common to all the sites are that the gravel, which is positioned under the turf, and in which the artefacts were deposited, most of all resembles beach gravel. These flint sites were thus certainly located on a beach at the time they were inhabited. There are also features in the terrain that support this idea. For example, near the Christies Minde site there would have been a sheltered harbour if the shore line was more than 30 m higher than today. However, if the shoreline was lower, the nearest landing would have been far away, as there is a long and steep cliff at this elevation. According to Rekstad, the Tapes level can be measured to 20 m asl. in Kristiansund. [...] Hence, the sites have to be considerably older than the Tapes time, and in my opinion we would need substantial archaeological proof to come to another conclusion (Nummedal 1910e : 2-3; authors' translation).
This sober line of reasoning was more significant than it appears. Nummedal's archaeological and geological investigations in Central Norway, which by this point were starting to arouse great interest among archaeologists, questionned the correlation between Norwegian flake axes and the Tapes Time -and consequently also the connections between Norwegian sites and Danish kitchen middens. Nummedal never succeeded in convincing Rygh of this -and in a short article two years before his death, Rygh (1913) maintained the connection between Norwegian prehistory and the Danish Ertebølle phase. However, Nummedal continued to work on these ideas and perhaps realized that the best way to convince others was by conducting systematic surveys.
Nummedal Becomes a Trusted Archaeologist
We can follow Nummedal's meanderings across prehistoric terrain in the archives of the Trondheim Museum at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU). He was most active between 1910 and 1913, when he mapped numerous locations in Kristiansund. Other islands in central Norway were also subjected to Nummedal's surveys, including Aukra, Averøy, Tustna, Smøla, Frøya and Hitra, along with coastal districts farther north (DKNVS Skrifter 1911 -1925 . He was also invited by the authorities of the Bergen Museum to conduct similar investigations along the coast further south on the islands Hesøy and Sotra (Nummedal 1918; 1921) .
From correspondence it is evident that the authorities in Trondheim, Bergen and Oslo tried to find finance for Nummedal's work, and eventually A. W. Brøgger succeeded in recruiting him on a permanent basis. In the autumn of 1921 the Norwegian Parliament allocated money for a curator's position at the Archaeological Museum of Oslo, which Nummedal accepted (Pettersen 1998: 14) .
From this institutional position Nummedal carried out several investigations and published short, but descriptive papers on his work. In his syntheses from 1922 and 1923 we see more nuanced interpretations of the fieldwork he had conducted during the previous ten to fifteen years. His main concern was the age of the earliest Stone Age sites. Through a critical review of the artefacts' morphology (i.e. their shapes and forms) he maintained that the tool assemblages from Norway had different properties to those of the Danish tool assemblages found in kitchen middens. The Norwegian tool assemblages, he argued, had more in common with those of the older Danish Maglemose types of stone tools. The Norwegian artefact collection, he claimed, also contained late Palaeolithic shapes that had not been found elsewhere in Scandinavia. Moreover, his systematic investigations of elevated shell deposits and moraines along the coast of Central Norway suggested that the mollusc assemblages had a climatic signature that equalled the cold period, and that the coast was thus exposed at an early stage of the post-glacial period. Consequently, geological circumstances did not contradict an older date for the sites (Nummedal 1922 (Nummedal , 1923 . His arguments expressed for the first time in a long newspaper article (Nummedal 1912) (Brøgger 1925) , and with a scholarship from the University of Oslo, Nummedal began to search for Stone Age sites in Finnmark, in the northernmost part of Norway. This idea was not without its critics: if it seemed inconceivable that a Nordic settlement could have existed parallel with some of the oldest cultures on the European Continent, it must have seemed even less likely that there were settlements in the northernmost parts of Norway at the same time. The very few Stone Age sites that had been found in northern Norway were first, and foremost, characterized by polished slate instruments. Dominant and accepted archaeological opinion maintained that while the southern Norwegian flake axes and flint sites were cultural extensions that had come from the south, the 'slate culture' in northern Norway had developed through contact with eastern Scandinavian and Baltic Stone Age cultures. The slate complex, called the Arctic Stone Age or Arctic-Baltic Stone Age, was thus regarded as a younger cultural entity that could be distinguished from its southern equivalents (i.e. Brøgger 1906 (i.e. Brøgger , 1909 Gjessing 1920; Petersen 1920) . Moreover, there seemed to be a complex history of sea level and ice cover fluctuations in this region after the Ice Age, making the preconditions for an earlier settlement highly uncertain.
Nevertheless, Nummedal wanted to test his survey methods in a different landscape. Maybe his late participation in institutional archaeology gave him an advantage in this matter: he did not have the mainstream researcher's mental preconceptions that might have prevented him from thinking beyond the subject's stalled dogma -he looked where nobody dared to look. Gutorm Gjessing 13 (1944) later described it as a 'battle between the enthusiastic autodidact and sober, dogmatic knowledge (Østmo 1994: 38) . And it was said that only two hours after his arrival in northern Norway, Nummedal had tracked down the first of many early Stone Age sites in the region (Simonsen 1994) .
The artefact collections from these new sites seemed to resemble tools that had been found in the early sites in southern Norway, but they also contained additional and different tool types and other raw materials. These finds now launched a new debate, which this time primarily took place within academic circles but also involved a larger community of scientists. In Nummedal's field notes from 1925 and 1926 (published in 1975) he suggested that the northern Norwegian complex of sites and artefacts could be associated with an early phase of the Palaeolithic, known as the Aurignacien, and which, according to Oscar Montelius' (1919) chronological divisions, was more than 15,000 years old (Nummedal 1975) . Also, in successive publications Nummedal emphasized the technological parallels between the artefacts from these northernmost sites and those from Palaeolithic settlements on the Continent (Nummedal 1927 (Nummedal , 1929a (Nummedal , 1929b Nummedal and Rosendahl 1929) . This suggestion could hardly be incorporated into existing theories, which were based on the idea that culture and stone tool technology had spread from the south to the north (Waraas 2001) . In a lecture for his doctoral thesis in 1931, Johannes Bøe
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, an archaeologist who early in his career had studied Iron Age artefacts, largely supported Nummedal's dating estimate. These geographical and chronological connections were also acknowledged by several European archaeologists, who had themselves examined the newly recovered artefacts from northern Norway (Bøe 1931 and Nummedal 1936) . Primarily written by Bøe, whose courageous interpretations created the basis for discussions about cultural development and immigration routes (Indrelid 1994; Simonsen 1994; Blankholm 2008) it was also written in French, which meant that archaeologists outside of Scandinavia were able to participate in the debate (Waraas 2001: 28-29) .
One year after its publication A. W. Brøgger proudly and enthusiastically promoted the Le Finnmarkien's conclusions, and praised Nummedal and Bøe's work, to an international audience (Brøgger 1937) . Before Nummedal's surveys, the earliest prehistory of northern Norway was unknown, a chapter in prehistory to be written, and perhaps, because of the persistent notion about a distinguishing Arctic Stone Age culture, it made it easier to interpret the material culture from northern Norway as being something different to the material culture of the south. Brøg-ger wrote: 'in all probability these [tranchets] in Finnmark are 'self-grown' and, in any case, they have no connection with the so-called 'Skivespalten' [flake axe] in the Danish kitchen middens' (Brøgger 1937: 57) . Today it is commonly assumed that these earliest of sites, from the north and the south, are part of the same cultural complex (i.e. Woodman 1993; Olsen 1994; Blankholm 2004) .
Nummedal conducted his surveys in northern Norway every season until 1939. These were some of his last efforts as a field archaeologist (Simonsen 1994: 46) . Archaeologist Povl Simonsen 15 recalls a specific episode that took place during the investigations: ' obviously Gjessing had heard much about his excavations and wanted to learn more about them [...] When a letter arrived from Gjessing, expressing the desire to join in, Nummedal became very angry and sensed some kind of control from the Museum of Tromsø'. Despite Nummedal's rejection, Gjessing came and participated in the excavation. 'Nummedal was grumpy. They were working together a couple of days at Nordli, frictions between them occurred daily, and the hot-tempered Nummedal once came very close to attacking Gjessing physically' (Simonsen 1994: 47) .
'A Pioneer in the Field': Nummedal's Significance for Norwegian Stone Age Studies The large collection of letters written by Nummedal provides us with a good sense of his personality: he was easily provoked, impulsive and assertive -to a certain degree aggressive and touchy. These properties worked both for and against him in his struggle for approval. Gjessing, who became a trusted colleague, writes that Nummedal had an unyielding belief that he was a tool in the hands of a superior being, that it was his fate to discover Norway's prehistoric settlements. Consequently he demanded immediate approval from his colleagues. This was rather unpopular among his more pragmatic fellow researchers who regarded him as arrogant and full of 'prima donna whims ' (Gjessing 1944: 570) . Despite this, when he died in 1944 he had finally earned his place beside other recognized archaeologists.
When a great man dies it is said that the dense forest becomes sparse. Nummedal didn't belong in the forest at all. He was more like a wind-blown and lopsided pine standing solitary on a knoll. But that did not make him less prominent. And his labours did not die with him. His results will linger for a long time and remind us of one of the most distinctive archaeologists we have known (Gjessing 1944: 572; authors' translation).
Nummedal had the features that characterize the noble man, and that have always been highly valued in Norway. He was of pure Norwegian origin and had a good portion of the Norwegian informal behaviour [...] The white hair covered a pure Nordic skull, the blue eyes had a beautiful and friendly touch (Rosendahl 1944: 95; authors' translation) .
Most of all he was a pioneer in the field, who during the winter was most comfortable in his office surrounded by his flint artefacts whose classification and systematic registration took much of his time [...] A visit to his office was an experience, and even the most sceptical individual left with an deep impression that something new and remarkable happened in this room (Petersen 1944: 61;  authors' translation).
Nummedal's acquaintances describe a weather-beaten, hardened individual who fought to be accepted by professionals. Many of his theories were controversial, but proved to be quite precise, and important to our understanding of Stone Age livelihoods. He seemed to have the ability to dive into the mind-set of the early hunter-gatherers, and was also in this way, a pioneer of Norwegian Stone Age research. He was described as a 'Stone Age man' (see Figure 5 ) by his colleagues, as a well-meant comment on the irony of fate: Anders Nummedal resembled a Stone Age man who walked with heavy steps. His body and head looked like a roughly sculptured statue of stone. Underneath his stout forehead his eyes had the sharp gaze of a hunter. His face, usually in grave, brooding wrinkles, would brighten when he laughed his characteristic and loud laugh (Yderstad 1989: 91; authors' translation) .
The big bony face with a broad chin was as if it had been chiselled out of stone, and together with his peculiar appearance -a somewhat heavy trunk with long arms and big fists, short and crooked legs -made him look like he was walking around and rediscovering the settlements that he himself had inhabited in an earlier life, thousands of years ago (Gjessing 1951: 435; authors' translation) .
Anders Nummedal received several 'Medals of Honour' for his archaeological efforts (Møllenhus 1977b) . From our perspective today we can admire his work, which in many ways is still relevant. He was the first to integrate landscape perception into archaeological method and theory. Using his geological experience he recognized several topographical features related to the sites that he interpreted as cultural preferences: the settlements were located close to the current water margin and good natural harbours, in open terrain but protected from the prevailing winds. Following this set of presumptions as settlement preconditions, he used them to search systematically for new archaeological sites. Thanks to continued surveys during the last decades we now know hundreds of sites from the post-glacial colonization phase in Norway (Breivik In prep.), and the characters of these sites generally seem to be in line with Nummedal's ideas (i.e. Odner 1964; Møllenhus 1977a; Schanche 1988; Bjerck 1989 Bjerck , 1990 Bergsvik 1991 Bergsvik , 1995 Bang-Andersen 1996; Barlindhaug 1996; Svendsen 2007; Johannessen 2009; Westli 2009; Nyland 2012) . Moreover, Nummedal's investigations of the relationship between marine deposits and flint sites revealed that early Stone Age settlements along parts of the coast would have been greatly affected by the 'Tapes' transgression (Nummedal 1923 (Nummedal , 1933 . This is important for our understanding of the distribution pattern of sites nationally, and consequently for our success in the search for new sites (i.e. Bjerck 1986 Bjerck , 1995 Sandmo 1986) .
Better dating methods, and intensified research on geological circumstances after the last Ice Age, have improved our ability to determine the age of the earliest sites. We now argue that flake axes and associated tool types are older than the Danish kitchen middens and belong to the Early Mesolithic chronozone, ca. 9500-8000 BC. A relation between Late Palaeolithic tool assemblages and the Norwegian Early Mesolithic techno-complex is commonly acknowledged (i.e. Fuglestvedt 1999; Kutschera 1999; Waraas 2001) .
But as some kind of lingering, silent opposition to Nummedal's dating efforts, the plaques in the prehistoric exhibition of NTNU University Museum in Trondheim, designed in 1930 and revised in 1956, still read: 'Fosna Culture, ca.5000? -2000 BC' (see Figure 6) .
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